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they did not know the identity of the Deputy Sheriff or 
the three men they brought in. 

Ou 5/16/68, JAMES D. KITCHING, Dallas County 80, 
advised that be is in charge of the Identification Division, 
and that be had personally looked up the jacket and photo 
of each person booked on 11/22/63, and did not find anyone 
who bears a resemblance to the persons appearing in the photo 
with Dallas policeman BILL BASS. Be advised that this indicates 
that these persons were not booked but they ■ay have been 
interviewed. Be advised that a sort of screening office was 
operated by the Della. County 80 on 11/22/63, and numerous 
persons were interviewed. Be advised that without the names 
of the persona it would be almost impossible to develop the 
name of the persons in the photo. 

OM 5/17/68, Sheriff BILL DECKER, Dallas County, 
advised that be does not know who the men are in the photo 
taken by BILL ALLEN, but that recently this same photo had 
been shown to his by someone representing JIM AGARRISON, 
DA, New Orleans, Louisiana. Be stated be did not know the 
significance. 

Ou 5/17/68, FELIX MC KNIGHT advised that he had 
received a telephonic inquiry from the bead of the Associated 
Press in liew York, Mew York, apparently inquiring about this 
same photo. The AP information had originated from a press 
release by TRENT BOUGH, a Canadian actor who says he is con-
nected with the Citizens Committee of Inquiry and the Kennedy 
Assassination Inquiry Committee, 243 West 54th Street, New York. 

For the information of Memphis and Baltimore, a 
photo of the same close-up as that submitted by Baltimore 
was furnished to BA CHARLES A. BLOGSFIELD on 4/23/68, by AL 
CHAPMAN, member of the Ku Klux Klan, Dallas, Texas. Be 
declined to say where be got this photo. (See enclosed 
teletype.) 

Memphis mote that instant photo has been given 
considerable widespread distribution. No further investigation 
in being conducted re same, in absence of specific instructions 
from 00. 
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